Activity Guide

INTRO BUILD APPLY

Summary

Read Along is a dialogic reading activity that illustrates words and concepts in the context of a
short story. Students read and/or listen to each page and then answer a question before
continuing on to the next page. Students may also add their own annotations and reﬂections.
Anything they write is saved to their digital portfolio, which authorized teachers may access.

Learning Goals
• Develops comprehension through reading and listening to engaging, authentic content.
• Prompts students to apply words and concepts by answering contextual questions.
• Encourages reﬂection through open-ended prompts and brief free writing opportunities.
Use with a student device such as a Chromebook, laptop, tablet, or desktop.
Headphones are recommended for students who wish to listen to the stories.
Use this activity as independent practice.
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How to Use Read Along
Independent Practice
Students read and/or listen to the story one page at a time. Each page may have a unique question or
prompt. Students must answer the question before continuing to the next page. They may type their
response (along with any notes) and press "Save." Students may also return to a page and update a
response at any time before the activity is completed. (This overwrites any prior response.)

Teacher Review
All responses are stored in each student's digital portfolio, which authorized teachers may access.
Answer Key
Each Speak Agent digital lesson comes with a lesson guide. The guide will provide an answer key for
each Read Along activity. Since many of the questions and prompts are open-ended, there are often
many possible right answers, so the answer keys simply provide suggestions.
Key Learning Strategies
Audiovisual Texts

Audio and visual supports enable students to experience texts above their reading skills.
Read Along presents the text and audio narration with cues that help readers develop
decoding, phonological awareness, morphological awareness, and sight recognition.

Dialogic Reading

Targeted prompting, listening, and decision-making during reading helps students grow
academic language and their narrative, attention and syntax skills.

Model Connections Students may note connections on each page that are meaningful to them. Teachers can
to Text
communicate with students about their annotations, encouraging self-reﬂection and growth.
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